
Fairness isn’t making sure everyone gets the same thing.
Fairness is making sure everyone gets what they need.

– Special educator Richard Lavoie (1989)

1. Introduction

[1.1] In the fall of 2008, I was asked to tutor a university opera major with dyslexia, whom I will call KS.(1) She had failed the
first of her required musicianship courses twice. Classes were a misery for her, and her instructor always kept a box of tissues
handy when working with her, since the stresses of dictation and sight-singing often brought her to tears. Yet KS was clearly
intelligent, motivated, and musically gifted. The administration therefore excused her from musicianship classes as long as
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she studied aural skills privately, and periodically came in for testing with her official faculty instructor. Over the next four
years, she came to my house once or twice a week, for up to two hours per session. We focused on only one or two course
components at a time, and when we felt she had made sufficient progress, KS contacted her faculty instructor and he tested
her only on those components. Once she had passed these, we moved on to the next components until she had completed
each course. Freed from the time constraints and classroom pressures of the regular semester, KS made slow but remarkable
progress, eventually graduating from her program and going on to a busy career in opera management and performance.

[1.2]  My  work  with  KS  led  to  one-on-one  aural  skills  tutoring  of  other  music  majors  with  dyslexia,  and  of  students
experiencing similar degrees of difficulty who had never been diagnosed with dyslexia or any other learning difference. The
students who had been diagnosed with a learning difference (and possibly the undiagnosed students as well) were among
those whom researchers refer to as “twice-exceptional,” “dually exceptional,” or “gifted learning disabled”: individuals who
are extremely talented in one area, yet at the same time struggle with equally extreme learning difficulties in another. (2) Most
music theory and aural skills instructors will be familiar with the phenomenon if not the label, as it is not unusual to have
students in our classes who are gifted and musically sensitive performers but seem unable to perform well on academic tasks
even when putting in a high degree of effort.

[1.3] My understanding of the challenges faced by students with dyslexia was further heightened through collaboration with
University of British Columbia special  education research professor Marion Porath and opera ensemble director Nancy
Hermiston on an interdisciplinary research project investigating the experiences of opera majors with learning disabilities,
entitled Libretti of Learning: Portraits of Journeys to Operatic Accomplishment. (3)  I am also indebted to an undergraduate music
major, whom I shall call RA, and one of her instructors at an American college—both of whom have dyslexia—for sharing
their perspectives with me.

[1.4] Prior to 2008, my knowledge of dyslexia was shallow at best. My initial attempts to educate myself focused on learning
how to design effective teaching strategies to improve my students’ success rates on traditional aural skills tasks such as sight-
singing and melodic or harmonic transcription. But the years of tutoring and additional research that followed profoundly
disturbed  my  long-held  assumptions  about  the  purposes  of  those  tasks,  and  of  traditional  post-secondary  aural  skills
instruction more generally. We think we are enabling students by teaching them skills that we consider essential for them as
professional  musicians and educators,  particularly in the classical  Western tradition. But too often, our pedagogical and
personal responses to students with seemingly intractable difficulties translating between music and its written representation
as  rapidly  as  we  would  like  them to—whether  or  not  they  have  been  diagnosed  with  dyslexia  or  any  other  learning
difference—in fact disable them from making meaningful progress.

[1.5]  This  view aligns  with  a  social-construction model  of  disability,  in  which an  individual  with  an  “impairment”  (or
difference)  of  some kind only  becomes “disabled” when obstacles  set  up by others  cause  that  impairment to become
problematic. (4) When we erect a staircase, we disable someone in a wheelchair; when we ask someone to sight-sing a melody
notated on a five-line staff, we obviously disable those who are blind. But we also disable others whom we would never
describe as having an impairment: a person riding a bicycle in the case of the stairs, or a brilliant musician trained in an oral
tradition in the case of the notated staff. The social model of disability does not necessarily deny the existence or significance
of an impairment; rather, it requires us to acknowledge the degree to which we disable each other, through the social and
physical structures we create. Viewed from this perspective, students with dyslexia are not inherently “disabled” by some
internal neurobiological “deficit.” They are only disabled by educational testing regimes and societal expectations dependent
on rapid processing of written texts.

[1.6] Some researchers have questioned the very existence of dyslexia, considering it a vaguely defined catch-all term whose
only purpose is to entrench existing social hierarchies within and beyond the public educational system (Elliott and Gibbs
2008). Investigations by neuroscientists and special-education researchers into the etiology of dyslexia, they argue, supports
the  so-called  medical  model  of  disability  and  unnecessarily  pathologizes  a  natural,  if  less  common,  manifestation  of
neurological variability among human individuals. While I agree that we must stop viewing students with learning differences
as having some sort  of  defect  or  lack,  I  see  no reason to reject  out  of  hand the term “dyslexia”  or  the insights  that
neuroscience has so far been able to provide, particularly if they can help us design tasks and interventions that will enable
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rather than disable our students. Moreover, students who come to us having been assessed as dyslexic have had enough to
cope with without our questioning whether the impairment they experience is real;  indeed, this common reaction from
instructors leads many students to keep their dyslexia private, even if it means sacrificing accommodations that would allow
them  to  learn,  and  demonstrate  their  learning,  more  effectively.  As  Krista  Ratcliffe  has  observed,  individuals  with
impairments “do not need to choose between a medical or social model of disability; they need both, and both have material
and social dimensions and consequences” (1999, 163).

[1.7] In this article, I will provide a brief look at definitions and theories of dyslexia, including fMRI (functional magnetic
resonance imaging)  findings about  its  neurobiological  substrates  and possible  origins,  and discuss research proposing a
specifically musical subtype of dyslexia affecting the reading of staff notation (Hébert and Cuddy 2006). After discussing the
implications of this research for the performance of typical aural skills tasks by music students with dyslexia, I turn to new
models emphasizing the distinctive cognitive strengths of the “dyslexic mind,” and consider how we might recruit them in
designing effective pedagogical strategies. I further suggest that these strategies can be effective not just for students with
dyslexia  but for all  struggling students,  and here the principles  of  Universal  Design for  Learning offer a  way forward.
Ultimately, though, the difficulties of otherwise “musical” students—dyslexic or not—with the aural skills testing regimes we
design pose deeper questions about the ideological assumptions inherent in our pedagogy, particularly as they relate to our
concepts of musicianship and musical intelligence.

2. Dyslexia—Definitions and Theories

[2.1] According to the most widely accepted definition in current use, an individual with dyslexia has normal to superior
intelligence,  but  experiences  unusual  difficulty  reading  and  processing  written  text  despite  access  to  educational
opportunities. Dyslexia is thought to affect between 5 and 17.5% of the general population (Lyon, Shaywitz, and Shaywitz
2011, 113). While figures indicating its prevalence among North American post-secondary music students are unavailable
and it is difficult even to find figures for university students in general, a conservative estimate based on its incidence in the
general population would be that in a class of 100 students, we could reasonably expect at least five to be dyslexic. (5) We
cannot predict, however, whether these five hypothetical students are likely to be male or female. Earlier assumptions that
dyslexia is a condition overwhelmingly seen in boys have been disproven by research; it is now believed that girls are less
likely to be diagnosed because their behavior in the classroom is less likely to be disruptive (Shaywitz et al. 1990).

[2.2] However, some students come to university after struggling academically through elementary and high school without
ever being tested for a learning disability, and as a result may not yet be aware that they have dyslexia. The absence of prior
testing may be due to the high cost—not infrequently $1000 or more—for families and school boards, the relative lack of
attention given to students who behave well and do not cause disruptions at school, the reluctance of students and families
to incur the stigma of a learning disability, or the masking of a disability by an obvious talent in another area (Brody and Mills
1997). Without a recorded diagnosis, these students are typically ineligible for school-funded learning support, so they may
never have learned alternate strategies for coping with the academic challenges of traditional public education. In addition,
given that many students prefer not to share their dyslexia with instructors, we cannot assume that the dyslexic students we
know of represent all of the students with dyslexia (or other learning disabilities) in our classes.

[2.3] As many universities increasingly recognize the potential abilities of learning-disabled individuals and welcome them as
students, instructors are expected to adjust their teaching strategies to serve a more diverse range of learning styles and
competencies. (6) Certainly, disability resource offices often arrange accommodations for dyslexic and other learning-disabled
students, and standard accommodations are often sufficient for academic music courses such as history and theory. But
because the rapid reading and accurate performance of a musical score requires the engagement of neurocognitive pathways
that are often compromised in dyslexia, the unique nature of aural skills classes can create a perfect storm of challenges for
these students.

[2.4]  Studies  using  fMRI  have  shown  that  in  so-called  normal  readers,  reading  activates  three  areas  of  the  left
hemisphere—the left parietotemporal (LPT), left occipitoparietal (LOP), and Broca’s area (Shaywitz and Shaywitz 2008).
Readers with dyslexia, however, show a different profile in the left hemisphere, with little or no activity in the posterior parts
of the left hemisphere (LPT and LOP), but greater activity in Broca’s area, located in the frontal lobe. Moreover, two areas of
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the right hemisphere show enhanced activity only in readers with dyslexia: the right hemisphere homolog (mirror image) of
Broca’s area, and the right occipitoparietal area (ROP), the homolog of the LOP. (7) While the significance of these right-
hemispheric  areas  with  respect  to  musicians’  processing  of  notation  is  not  yet  fully  understood,  the  fact  that  these
compensatory systems facilitate accurate—but not fast—decoding of text may have important pedagogical implications, as I
will discuss later in this article.

[2.5] One of the primary neurocognitive theories of dyslexia is that it arises from a fundamental deficit in phonological
processing, i.e., difficulty distinguishing between the sounds that make up words and syllables. But some researchers argue
that the phonological processing deficit is itself caused by an even more fundamental deficit in the sensorimotor areas of the
brain that govern timing and metric perception (Goswami 2011). Forgeard et al. summarize dyslexia’s cluster of challenges as
a  “general  deficit  in  the  processing  of  dynamic,  rapidly  changing  auditory  information .  .  .  regardless  of  whether  this
processing involves speech . . . or nonspeech sounds” (Forgeard et al. 2008, 383). Whether or not dyslexia is primarily caused
by a phonological or a rhythmic processing deficit (or both), the challenges can be immense for a dyslexic music student in
an aural skills class who is given 60 seconds or less to look at an unfamiliar written melody, map semantically meaningless
solfège syllables onto its notated pitches, process its meter and rhythm, and then perform the melody with accurate pitch,
solmization,  meter  and  rhythm,  all  the  while  moving  one  arm through the  prescribed  spatial  trajectory  of  a  standard
conducting pattern.

[2.6] The implications for dyslexic students in aural skills classes would be clear enough from these challenges alone, but
dyslexia also often co-presents with other learning differences, including visual-motor coordination problems, dyscalculia
(difficulty with mathematical processing), dysgraphia (difficulty with writing), and/or attention deficit disorder. (This was
indeed the case for the bright, articulate, and talented student whose story began this paper.) Typical deficits in auditory
working memory could affect a dyslexic student’s ability to mentally recall sequences of tones during a melodic dictation task.
Finally, given that individuals with dyslexia often experience difficulties integrating visual processing and fine motor skills,
transcribing those  pitches  by  hand into  noteheads  that  are  just  the  right  size  and precisely  placed on or  between the
horizontal lines of the staff can be nearly impossible at the speeds we typically demand.

[2.7] One of the mysteries of dyslexia, however, is that individuals who are dyslexic with respect to text may nevertheless
have no unusual difficulty reading music. Supporting this suggestion that text-reading and music-reading may sometimes be
dissociated are 16 case studies of brain-damaged musicians reviewed by Hébert and Cuddy in 2006. Although there are many
differences between particular cases, these studies show that musicians may lose their ability to read text but not music, or
vice versa; they may lose the ability to read pitch but not rhythm, or rhythm but not pitch. Notably, as Hébert and Cuddy
observe,  all  cases of musicians who lost the ability  to read music involved damage to the posterior regions of the left
hemisphere—the same regions found to be inactive in fMRI studies of dyslexic readers. On the basis of these and other
studies, Hébert and Cuddy propose the distinct category of developmental music dyslexia, defined as “difficulty with learning to
read music despite normal intelligence and opportunities” (Hébert and Cuddy 2006, 203). (8)

[2.8] In 2008, Hébert, Béland et al. published a follow-up study examining cognitive differences between musicians who read
music fluently and a university music student (“IG”) suspected of having dyslexia for music as well as text. They designed a
battery of tests asking subjects to respond to visual and auditory input separately. The results were intriguing, with IG’s
responses poorer than those of the controls at reading pitch, but better than the controls at reading rhythm. Furthermore,
when given an auditory rather than visual stimulus and asked to sing back what she had heard rather than seen, IG again
performed better than the controls. Clearly, more controlled studies of this kind need to be done before we can come to
general conclusions. Nevertheless, this study does suggest that dyslexic students may in fact have superior musical strengths
that our testing regimes fail to reveal.

3. Challenges for Instructors

[3.1] For aural skills instructors, the relevance of the potential dissociation between text and music dyslexia is that while
dyslexic music students may or may not have severe difficulties reading music notation, other students who have not been
identified  as  dyslexic  may  still have  unusual  difficulty  reading  music  notation,  due  to  Hébert  and  Cuddy’s  proposed
developmental  music  dyslexia,  other  learning  disabilities,  or  other  neurological  differences  beyond their  control.  These
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students may need—and deserve—equal or even greater levels of instructional support than those who are dyslexic in the
traditional  sense.  How,  then,  as  instructors,  do we make our aural  skills  curriculum a  gateway rather  than a  barrier  to
otherwise gifted students’ success, not just at university but outside the hermetically-sealed bubbles of our departments, as
they forge professional careers in a highly competitive environment?

[3.2] The instructor who wishes to create an aural skills classroom that enables these students faces two primary challenges.
The first of these is the relative lack of musical expertise in campus disability service offices (DSOs) that are already under
pressure due to massive increases in the numbers of students they are required to serve. DSO staff rarely possess sufficient
musical expertise to fully grasp the unique complex of cognitive demands placed on students by our aural skills courses. To
my knowledge, no quantitative research has yet been published on the levels of musical expertise among DSO personnel.
However, research conducted by the SMT Music and Disability Study Group (Kochavi 2013), as well as personal experience,
suggests that specialized knowledge of any particular discipline is beyond the purview of most DSOs. Recent years have also
seen a shift in the way DSOs see their role within the university, resulting in a dispersal of some responsibility for assisting
students with disabilities back to faculty members and their departments. That is, faculty members and departments are
increasingly expected to create learning environments based on a broadened conception of the “normal,” environments
structured to enable success for a much wider spectrum of student abilities.

[3.3] Departments and DSOs have much to learn from British post-secondary music schools in this regard, thanks to the
outstanding advocacy  work of  the  British  Dyslexia  Association  Music  Committee. (9)  The  Royal  Academy of  Music  in
London, for example, keeps on staff a specialist whose role is specifically to provide one-on-one support to their dyslexic
students. (10) Her government-funded role includes, but is not limited to, helping students develop their own strategies for
music reading and processing in aural skills classes, and she is also on contract with the Royal College of Music and the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama. All three institutions publish online guides for music students with disabilities and
learning differences. (11) Moreover, students with learning disabilities in Britain can apply for government funding to cover
the  costs  of  private  tutoring and assistive technologies.  The British model  illustrates  the positive  changes that  focused
advocacy can achieve for twice-exceptional music students in higher education, a kind of advocacy that is much needed in
North American institutions.

[3.4] The redesign of aural skills curricula to enhance progress for students with learning differences (and by extension all
students) can be a daunting task, since it asks busy instructors to expand their own knowledge bases beyond their particular
areas of musical scholarship and performance into the realms of special  education and neuroscience.  This leads to the
instructor’s second challenge, which is the paucity of peer-reviewed research studies on music reading in young adults with
dyslexia. Almost all studies of music and dyslexia have focused on children, in particular the potential benefits of music as an
intervention to enhance children’s success at  reading text (Overy 2003;  Overy et  al.  2003),  and temporal  processing in
children with dyslexia (Forgeard et al. 2008; Huss et al. 2011). Several resources are available for music teachers of children
with dyslexia, such as Miles, Westcombe, and Ditchfield 2008, Oglethorpe 2002, and the British Dyslexia Association’s Teacher
Guide to Music and Dyslexia, and some of the practical tips they suggest can be adapted for use with adult musicians. Still, in
order  to  devise  appropriate  solutions  for  (and  with)  particular  students,  post-secondary  instructors  must  first  educate
themselves on the general dyslexia literature as well as the music cognition literature related to aural skills development and
score-reading.

4. The “Sea of Strengths” Model of Dyslexia

[4.1] Yet if these challenges seem dauntingly complex, there are some game-changing bits of good news. First, new theories
of dyslexia developed over the past 10–12 years by researchers such as pediatric neurologists Sally and Bennett Shaywitz
argue that dyslexia should not be considered a disability so much as a by-product of superior cognitive strengths in specific
kinds of reasoning not often measured by standard assessment tools; they have called this their “sea of strengths” model of
dyslexia (Shaywitz, Mody, and Shaywitz 2006; Shaywitz and Shaywitz 2005). The relevance of this model is borne out by the
outstanding career achievements of many creative individuals with dyslexia, among them American novelist John Irving,
English business magnate Sir Richard Branson, and likely the Irish poet W. B. Yeats. (12) While the nature of these strengths is
still the subject of much debate, one of the most convincing observations so far is that individuals with dyslexia often display
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superior visuospatial  skills,  especially  their  ability  to manipulate three-dimensional  objects in the mind and quickly spot
“impossible figures” such as those in many of M. C. Escher’s drawings (Attree, Turner, and Cowell 2009; von Károlyi 2001).
The dyslexic astrophysicist Matthew H. Schneps has proposed that dyslexic individuals may be superior at tasks that recruit
peripheral rather than central vision, putting them at a disadvantage when it comes to a sequential, narrowly focused task
such as reading, but giving them an edge at identifying similarities between simultaneously seen but widely separated objects
in space (Schneps, Rose, and Fischer 2007).

[4.2] In their 2011 book The Dyslexic Advantage: Unlocking the Hidden Potential of the Dyslexic Mind, physicians Brock and Fernette
Eide propose four particular reasoning strengths encapsulated in the acronym MIND: Material, Interconnected, Narrative,
and Dynamic.  While  most  of  these proposed strengths are  derived from clinical  observation,  reviews of  peer-reviewed
dyslexic  literature,  and  interviews  with  dyslexic  individuals  rather  than  controlled  studies,  they  are  nevertheless  worth
consideration.

[4.3]  “Material  reasoning”  strengths  relate  to  the  often  superior  abilities  of  dyslexic  individuals  at  tasks  involving  the
manipulation of  objects  in three-dimensional  space noted above.  The “trade-off,”  to use Eide and Eide’s  term, is  that
dyslexic individuals are at a disadvantage in tasks involving only two dimensions. So when we ask a dyslexic music student to
quickly read or write music notation, with its blend of horizontal and vertical orientations on a two-dimensional piece of staff
paper, we need to be cognizant of the challenges such tasks may pose. Students have told me, for example, that while the
staff remains stable when they look at it, the note heads often appear to float off or around it in unpredictable ways.(13)

Perhaps under these circumstances students would perform much better if music (or aural/music-theoretical concepts) were
presented in three dimensions rather than two.

[4.4] “Interconnected reasoning” refers to a possible superiority among individuals with dyslexia in detecting similarities
between apparently  disparate  objects or concepts (Eide and Eide 2011,  83),  implicated for  example  in  Schneps et  al.’s
observations regarding peripheral versus central visual processing. Such strength might be revealed in a student’s use of an
unusual analogy that at first sounds odd to us, but on further consideration shows perception of a valid relationship we
hadn’t  noticed.  Eide  and Eide  observe  that  many  of  their  dyslexic  clients  are  extraordinarily  adept  at  recognizing  the
particular styles of artists or architects (2011, 86). Might that translate for a music student with dyslexia into an enhanced
ability to recognize the stylistic markers of a particular composer’s music, or to aurally recognize the recurrence of melodic
motives over long time spans?

[4.5] Eide and Eide use the term “narrative reasoning” to indicate an enhanced ability to use the unusually vivid episodic,
long-term memories often found in individuals with dyslexia to explain or help themselves understand concepts by creating
stories (2011, 114). Students whose strengths lie in this area might be better able to express their understanding of large-scale
musical structure through an oral narrative rather than in traditional written or graphic form. Upon reading Eide and Eide’s
description of this strength, I recalled how on my first meeting with one student, she had taken up nearly all of our scheduled
time talking, until  I finally had to stop her so that we could start working before we ran out of time. Looking back, I
wondered whether her talkativeness was telling me that creating stories—narrative reasoning—was how she made sense of
things. So in our next session, as we worked on harmonic dictations, I encouraged her to think of harmonic progressions as
stories with a dramatic purpose and flow. I shared with her an analogy that an old professor of mine always used to teach
deceptive cadences. She said that the deceptive cadence was like people at a party saying, “We really must be going now,” but
after putting on their hats and coats standing at the door talking for an hour before actually leaving. My student’s eyes
widened, she grabbed my arm and shouted, “It’s a Jewish good-bye!” (14) She was herself Jewish and had grown up hearing this
joke from her parents and grandparents, although never of course referring to the harmonic progression from dominant to
submediant. We all likely use these sorts of analogies in our teaching. But finding the match between that student’s apparent
tendency toward narrative reasoning and a simple strategy that was already in my pedagogical toolbox helped her recognize
deceptive progressions in the context of musical passages from then on. Sometimes we need only to look at strategies we
already use to find solutions.

[4.6] Finally, “dynamic reasoning” involves the ability to spot patterns and fill in incomplete scenarios to predict future events
or explain past ones (Eide and Eide 2011, 143). Might a dyslexic music major with particular strengths in dynamic reasoning
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be able to better predict where a harmonic progression is likely to go, or improvise a motivically coherent continuation of a
given melody where they might have difficulty notating one in a written theory exam?

[4.7] I have been careful to use the words “might” and “perhaps” in the preceding paragraphs because to my knowledge no
empirical research has yet been conducted into the cognitive processes of post-secondary music students with dyslexia as a
group. So we cannot at this point know to what degree, or even whether, these “sea of strengths” models apply to music
cognition. With the exception of material (i.e. visuospatial) reasoning, the specialized cognitive strengths Eide and Eide propose
await scientific confirmation, and even if eventually proven, they do not provide a magic solution to the very real difficulties
students may face in completing typical aural skills tasks. Nevertheless, asking a student to tell us about what they love to do
and do well outside of music may give us clues into previously unsuspected cognitive strengths that we can recruit in devising
effective pedagogical strategies. Identifying, recruiting, and building on a students’ strengths will surely get us further than
focusing relentlessly on their weaknesses, as we so often end up doing.

[4.8] A second piece of good news surrounds recent advances in the understanding of neuroplasticity—the brain’s capacity to
change and develop new pathways. Here again we must be cautious, since research on the effectiveness of interventions for
dyslexic text readers suggests that some techniques can result in changes in both accuracy and fluency (speed), but only if
they are administered by the time a child is in Grade 3 (Lyon, Shaywitz, and Shaywitz 2011). Through adolescence and young
adulthood the potential to increase accuracy persists, but individuals with dyslexia who are old enough to be enrolled in a
post-secondary institution may largely have lost the ability to make significant gains in reading speed and automaticity.

[4.9]  Still,  while  dyslexic  individuals  will  struggle  with  their  challenges  throughout  their  lifespans,  anecdotal  evidence
—including my own observations of improvement in the performance of dyslexic music students—suggests that it may be
possible  for  existing  pathways  to  be  strengthened  and/or  better  connected  with  each  other,  even  in  adulthood,  given
effective, one-on-one interventions and practice. (15) Recognizing and reminding our students of this capacity of the human
brain can assure them that while improvement in their music-reading and aural skills may seem an insurmountable task at
times,  and in some areas they may never reach the same degree of music-reading fluency as students without dyslexia,
improvement is possible.

5. Pedagogical Strategies

[5.1] Most of the strategies I describe below were developed through one-on-one sessions with dyslexic students rather than
in the classroom. These students have found traditional aural skills classes unhelpful, socially isolating, and often emotionally
distressing, particularly when they are called on to sight-sing a melody in front of the class. I will return to the question of
classroom pedagogy later in this paper, but for now will focus on techniques that have worked in private sessions.

[5.2] In my early years of tutoring, I derived methods largely by intuition, close observation of the student’s behavior during
aural skills tasks, and adaptation of techniques I had read about in publications on teaching music to dyslexic children (Miles,
Westcombe, and Ditchfield 2008; Oglethorpe 2002). Many of these involved the use of color, so my first student KS and I
developed our own practical strategies for marking and color-coding the score of a sight-singing passage before attempting
to perform it. In the initial stage, she read through a passage silently, using highlighters to draw her attention to repeated
notes (a frequent cause of error) or help her track changes from one line to the next. She used “V” or inverted “V” symbols
to alert herself to points where the direction of motion changed, and developed another symbol to draw her attention to
departures from stepwise motion. This type of preparation, which I’ve adapted for other students, takes substantially more
time than the usual 30-60 seconds allowed in standard sight-singing tests, but it does result in more accuracy and allows
students to develop a stronger sense of self-efficacy and control over their sight-singing performances. As students progress
in skill and confidence, this kind of preparation becomes less necessary.

[5.3] One use of color designed to help music students with dyslexia is the five-color staff pioneered by British pianist,
composer, and educator Margaret Hubicki in 1970 (Hubicki 2001). While no longer commercially available, it was used by
many British music educators until the 1990s. I have never used this in my teaching due to the difficulty of creating such a
staff, and my reservations about accommodations that students will not have access to in their professional careers. However,
RA reported that five-color staff paper created for her by a friend helped improve her ability to identify basic note names
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and clefs, and that it was not difficult for her to make the transition to the regular black-line staff. Some argue that colored
translucent  overlays,  particularly  light  blue,  can  make  reading  easier  for  individuals  with  dyslexia  and  other  reading
difficulties. (16) However, the results of empirical research have been contradictory (Uccula, Enna, and Mulatti 2014). Despite
my skepticism, I purchased blue overlays online for two students to borrow, and was surprised by their reports that it helped
stabilize their perception of music notation and in one case allowed the student to suddenly perceive motivic patterns. RA,
describing her experience of using a blue overlay (“my nonhuman best friend”) for the first time, wrote, “this was the day
that things actually started to click and it was like magic to me. Because it was literally an instant and this thing started
helping me I could see things clearly” (personal communication, May 14, 2015). While these are anecdotal reports, it certainly
cannot hurt to try a blue overlay at least temporarily, and it may allow some students to experience enough early success to
motivate them to keep on working. (17)

[5.4]  When designing handouts for students  with dyslexia  (or any students),  it  is  helpful  to avoid cramming too much
information on one page. At the beginning of a course, I generally print my syllabi on light blue paper in case any students
find it easier to read. The font Dyslexie, designed by Dutch graphic designer Christian Boer, can also make the perception of
written text easier for readers with dyslexia to perceive.(18) For an illustration of this font, see the Appendix.

[5.5] In terms of more traditional resources, because of KS’s high anxiety levels regarding sight-singing, I began by assigning
her pages of elementary homework from Cole and Lewis’s 1909 text Melodia: A Comprehensive Course in Sight-Singing. While this
text has its pedagogical idiosyncrasies,  the first  424 of its 1000-plus melodies are completely stepwise,  with incremental
increases in difficulty provided by gradual additions of new keys (the first 109 are in C major!) and meters. Because this
particular text—like many current ones—includes many exercises on a single page, I prepared for each session by enlarging
and photocopying the pages I wanted her to practice, then cut and pasted a few at a time onto a single page with copious
white space around them to eliminate as many visual distractions as possible. These exercises were so easy that she was able
to experience a newfound sense of success that motivated her to keep practicing, and they allowed her to start incorporating
motor skills such as keeping time with her hand while singing. I have since found these exercises useful for any students with
extreme sight-singing anxieties or difficulties. (19)

[5.6] My teaching strategies were also influenced by principles of neurorehabilitation learned in two graduate courses, one
through the Rehabilitation Sciences  program at  the University of  British Columbia,  and the other  in  neurologic  music
therapy at Colorado State University. In one common motor-learning approach, the client is initially given frequent guidance
and feedback on a particular target movement, followed by the gradual fading of feedback until the client can perform the
task independently (Schmidt and Lee 2011; Winstein 1991). This methodology has its counterpart in the educational theories
of  the  Russian  psychologist  Lev  Vygotsky,  in  particular  his  principle  of  scaffolding,  which  is  now a  commonplace  in
contemporary educational theory and practice (Vygotsky 1978; Gindis 1999). The concept is outlined by van de Pol et al.
(2010) in terms of the three phases below, which I illustrate with an example from my efforts to help a student who could
not conduct and sing at the same time.

Contingency – In the earliest stages, it is crucial that, in van de Pol’s words, “the teacher’s support must be adapted to the
current level of the student’s performance and should either be at the same or a slightly higher level” (274–75). To
some extent, this requires the instructor to determine the threshold between what students can and cannot do by
asking the student to complete a series of tasks that begin at a level that the student finds easy, and gradually increasing
the level of difficulty until the student can no longer complete the task accurately. Finding that threshold also requires
one-on-one attention in an unhurried, supportive atmosphere. The instructor then designs a learning “scaffold” that
takes students through a task that is slightly beyond their current capabilities, but also provides as much instructor
support and positive feedback through the process as the student needs. In the case of the student who could not
conduct and sing simultaneously, I took her arm myself while she sang and moved it in the appropriate pattern. This
way, she could consciously focus on singing while beginning to develop the additional kinesthetic neural networks she
needed in order to eventually coordinate control of arm musculature and vocal physiology with the complex cognitive
tasks of processing metric, rhythmic, and pitch notation on her own.

1. 

Fading – This phase involves the gradual withdrawal of this scaffolding when the student seems ready. As my student
became more comfortable with conducting, I kept on moving her arm but gradually reduced the pressure of my hand

2. 
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until it was little more than a feather-light touch of psychological assurance. Once I was certain that she was now
controlling her arm on her own, I finally removed my hand without warning in the middle of an exercise. Without the
slightest disruption, she continued singing in time as her arm kept moving smoothly along its course.
Transfer of responsibility – This occurs when the student takes complete control, as when my student repeated the
exercise on her own, finally managing to conduct and sing at the same time. While we cannot know without functional
imaging just what kind of neurological shift made this possible, her success has given her the confidence and
motivation to keep on conducting while sight-singing. This still requires some conscious effort for her at times, but
she knows she can do it, and more importantly has reached the point where conducting is now more help than
hindrance.

3. 

[5.7] Another strategy that has been effective for my students with dyslexia has been reminding them how their knowledge of
music theory and the syntactical rules of Western common-practice music can help them predict the probability of certain
events over others, thereby reducing the alternatives among which they must choose. This is a common pedagogical strategy
for  many  aural  skills  instructors  and  unquestionably  useful  for  all  students.  But,  perhaps  due  to  dyslexic  individuals’
potentially superior strengths in the interconnected, narrative, or dynamic reasoning strategies proposed by Eide and Eide,
my students with dyslexia seem to find it particularly helpful to talk through an analysis of a passage before transcribing or
performing it. This does not necessarily increase the speed of their processing, but it can help them to complete the task
more accurately and completely than they could before—surely a successful outcome and an important step towards skill
improvement. One student, reporting back on how her sight-singing final went in front of two examiners, felt great pride in
her progress when one of them observed, “We can hear you thinking”—in other words, analyzing and planning.

[5.8] The kind of intensive, individualized instruction I have described above takes time and effort. But how do we redesign
our classes to allow students with dyslexia the opportunity for true engagement and learning together with, rather than
isolated from, their classmates? The principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL), developed primarily at Harvard’s
Center for Applied Special Technologies (CAST), offer a useful starting point for developing more effective and inclusive
classroom strategies (Quaglia 2015). With reference to students with disabilities, Rose et al. (2006) of CAST relocate the site
of their difficulties:

There are two broad kinds of solutions for addressing the “problems” of individual students, including those
with disabilities. On the one hand, the problems can be considered “individual” problems. . . . Such a view
fosters solutions that address weaknesses in the individual. On the other hand, the issues can be considered
“environmental” problems in the design of the learning environment. . . . Such an environmental view fosters
solutions that address the limitations of the learning environment rather than the limitations of the student,
while making the student less of a problem, and more a part of diversity within the course. The advantage of
such universal solutions is that, as with such approaches in built environments, they are likely to be useful for
many individuals; built once, applied many times (Rose et al. 2006, 150).

Recognizing the disabling elements of our curricula, and then replacing them with “multiple means for learning, engagement,
and demonstration” (Quaglia 2015, abstract) can enable all students to identify and capitalize on their individual strengths
toward greater success.

[5.9]  One  such  disabling  element  for  many  students  is  the  division  of  a  typical  50-minute  class  period  into  multiple
five-to-ten minute segments, each devoted to practicing a different task. This rapid cycling often fails to provide students
with sufficient time to make any useful progress in class, particularly those with dyslexia or other learning differences. In my
experience, many students do much better when allowed to study and be tested on desired learning outcomes one at a time,
in order to allow for the overlearning of basic skills that they need before they can build up to the complex visual-auditory-
temporal-motor integration demanded by typical  aural  skills  curricula.  For example,  since one of the neurological  traits
associated with dyslexia seems to be a deficit in temporal processing, allowing a student to study only meter, rhythm, and
motor co-ordination (e.g. in conducting) can strengthen those neurological networks before the networks associated with
pitch are brought into the mix. A software rehearsal and assessment program such as Finale SmartMusic® can also help
students practice tasks like sight-singing on their own and receive immediate, constructive feedback. SmartMusic® allows
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students to control the tempo of an exercise, making the program useful for a broad spectrum of abilities. (20)

[5.10] In the fall of 2014, I divided my first-year aural skills course at the University of Victoria into three main categories:
rhythm,  melody,  and  harmony.  Each  category  was  further  subdivided  into  very  small  modules,  such  as  harmonic
transcription in major keys only, rhythmic transcription of melodies in compound time, or sight-singing in minor keys. Each
student was given a checklist of all 17 modules in the course, and at any time they could book a time with me to be tested on
a module of their choice.  As they passed each module,  I would sign off on it  and they could feel a growing sense of
accomplishment as the signature blanks gradually filled in. This system allowed students who tested poorly on one module to
work at that module on their own and then come in for re-testing at a later date, and it allowed students with learning
differences to complete the course one module at a time on their own so they had an opportunity to overlearn one skill
before adding the next. But it also allowed very strong students to move at a more challenging pace and complete the course
requirements early. Students were not required to attend a class devoted to a module that they had already completed, and
this meant smaller classes composed of students who really did need to be there, and who could therefore receive more
individual attention from me during class time. The main disadvantage of this system was that grading was complicated. But
on the whole, students enjoyed having more control over their progress, and a poor result on a single test question led less
often to discouragement and more often to extra work on their skills outside of class.

[5.11] aural skills classrooms are social spaces, and somehow we need to develop activities that provide opportunities for all
students to learn together and collaborate on tasks in a positive, mutually supportive environment. Deborah Rifkin (2013)
describes small group activities and peer assessments that she has designed for her aural skills classes, resulting in a reduction
of the kind of stress that impedes student learning, in the first place, and demonstration of that learning in the second. In my
own classes, since 2004 I have set aside one day near the end of term for what I call “karaoke solfège.” Students get into
self-selected groups at the beginning of term, choose any song they enjoy (subject to my approval to ensure an appropriate
difficulty level), work together throughout the term to aurally figure out the solfège syllables, and then perform it (with the
recording or a cappella) for their classmates. I do not grade these performances, yet many students put an astounding amount
of work into learning their song, sometimes adding harmony or choreography. All students are eager to hear what their
classmates have prepared, and will often join in by singing along or adding “beats” without the self-consciousness and stress
that can arise if they are required to perform in a regular class. In thinking about group activities, I am also reminded of the
capacity of Balinese gamelan music to include and challenge musicians with a wide range of skills, owing to its sophisticated
temporal coordination of multiple layers at various levels of technical difficulty, each equally vital to the orchestral texture.
Devising collaborative aural skills exercises in this same spirit, where all levels of ability are not only allowed but considered
necessary to the creation of a successful musical whole, can help make our classrooms more constructive and motivating
places for all students.

[5.12] A mutually supportive classroom environment can also be enhanced by encouraging peer-tutoring (or just mutual
helpfulness) throughout a given course, as Rifkin (2013) suggests. This is not just for the benefit of those who struggle, since
we often also have students who may be bored in class because their skills are more advanced. Given some prior training and
ongoing supervision, peer tutors can begin to learn pedagogical skills that can serve them well in their professional music
careers. (21)

[5.13]  For all  the engaging classroom activities  and innovative assessment procedures  many instructors  are  increasingly
designing, my experiences working with students one-on-one have led me to the conclusion that the classroom-only method
of  delivery  serves  very  few students—if  any—well.  Perhaps  replacing  one  group  class  with  short,  regular,  mandatory
individual coaching sessions could ensure that all students have an opportunity to receive useful feedback and suggestions
for how to handle challenges appropriate to their level of ability. I also believe that engaging students’ instrumental or vocal
instructors in at least the sight-performance component of the aural skills curriculum could help students to see how they
can apply what they learn in class to the real-life challenges they are likely to encounter in their careers.

[5.14]  Instructors’  abilities  to restructure aural  skills  courses are  of course dependent on the staffing and technological
resources  of  their  institutions.  But  in  my view,  even the  least  endowed departments  in  these  respects  can  set  positive
conditions for improvement by following four general principles:
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As far as possible, try to get into students’ minds to get a sense of how they experience the aural skills tasks we give
them. I was surprised when one student told me that she had more difficulty recognizing whole- or half-step intervals
on the staff than she did with larger intervals. What I’d assumed were the easiest sight-singing exercises I could give
her were in fact extremely difficult, so it proved more useful for her to begin with exercises containing skips or leaps
and move towards the more difficult stepwise melodies. The Appendix to this article provides an exercise that readers
can try in order to experience, however temporarily, a taste of the stress and confusion that sight-singing tasks can
produce in students with dyslexia. (22)

1. 

Be flexible and imaginative in devising pedagogical techniques that recruit the student’s alternate strengths or modes
of learning, particularly techniques that engage multisensory learning. Reading outside literature is important, but it is
also crucial to ask the students themselves what they are good at, in or outside of music. Watch their faces and body
language change when they talk about the activities that make them feel competent and “in the zone,” and try to give
them exercises that tap into those competencies. (Interestingly, several of the students I have worked with have listed
storytelling as one of their strengths, corresponding with Eide and Eide’s concept of narrative reasoning as an
important cognitive strategy for these students.) One of my dyslexic students was having enormous difficulty grasping
6/8 time, even after I had shown her on paper—with what I thought was perfect clarity—how in 6/8, one measure
was just two beats subdivided into three. Having failed on that score, I told her that 6/8 time is like skipping, and she
said, “Oh, now I get it!” But when I asked her to actually get up and skip so we could physically link typical 6/8
patterns with her steps, her pattern of steps and hops was rhythmically awkward (in keeping with the timing
difficulties experienced by many students with dyslexia), and most definitely not in compound time. So we spent the
next few minutes with me on the floor, helping her move her feet until she figured out how to hop twice on one foot
and then the other, finally getting the flow of it and successfully skipping around the room with a whoop of delight.
Making use of her kinesthetic learning skills to master skipping enabled her to hear and perform compound meters
much more easily.

2. 

We also need to give students with dyslexia time—time to work step-by-step through tasks as slowly as they need to in
order to succeed, without sensing an authority figure ticking off the seconds behind them. They need to discover what
it feels like to experience success. Success, no matter how small a step we consider it to be, gives them the solid
evidence they need that they do have the ability to improve their skills, and every success gives them fuel to tackle the
next challenge. This extends to all aural skills performance testing. I have gradually increased the amount of time I
allot for testing all students, to allow them to receive at least some immediate verbal feedback from me and possibly
even a little friendly coaching on what they can work on to improve their skills. As demonstrated empirically by the
late psychologist Charles Snyder and colleagues (1991), hope—conceived as an individual’s sense of agency bolstered
by clearly-defined pathways towards a goal—can work not just as a feel-good panacea, but a realistic and effective
cognitive strategy for meeting challenges.

3. 

Finally, we must never assume that students with dyslexia will not be able to succeed as professional classical
musicians. There are many dyslexic musicians, and they are intelligent, creative, determined and resourceful. There
comes a time in their education when I think the best thing we can do is get out of their way, even if this means
waiving advanced aural skills courses when it becomes evident that a student’s disability will prevent them from further
progress in our particular curriculum. In all likelihood, once out in the world they will build on the training we have
given them by devising their own unique solutions to the real-life musical challenges they encounter, solutions that we,
with our limited, non-dyslexic minds, would probably never have thought of.

4. 

6. Rethinking (Musical) Intelligence

[6.1] The successes in many fields of those who have been diagnosed with learning disabilities challenge us to reconsider our
assumptions about  the nature of  individual  intelligence.  Cognitive psychologist  Scott  Barry Kaufman was diagnosed as
learning-disabled  in  childhood and  experienced  all  of  the  attendant  academic  difficulty  and  social  stigma.  But  he  was
determined to understand the nature of what we call “intelligence,” and eventually earned a Ph.D. in psychology from Yale
University. In 2013, he published a book outlining the history of standard intelligence testing and proposing his own Theory of
Personal Intelligence:

Intelligence is the dynamic interplay of engagement and abilities in pursuit of personal goals. Note that the
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focus of analysis is the person. All that exists for that individual is a series of intelligent behaviors that unfold
across his or her life. At no point is there a comparison between that person’s behaviors and the behaviors of
others, because that person’s intelligence is not measured or judged relative to the behaviors of others. . . .
Any behavior that narrows the distance between the starting state and the goal state of a person’s personal
goal  counts  as  an intelligent  behavior.  .  .  .  Under  this  theory,  the  formulation  of  multiple  strategies  to
overcome obstacles and reduce the discrepancy between the starting state and the goal state is an incredibly
important manifestation of human intelligence (Kaufman 2013, 303).

This, I believe, is what we should be focusing on when we assess a student’s learning, not the number of errors they make in
a severely and arbitrarily restricted period of time. Can the student find a way, whether it is one we have taught them or one
they have invented for themselves, to bridge the gulf between not knowing and knowing a new piece of music? Have they
found some way of transcribing heard music into a written representation that is meaningful to themselves and to others,
given enough time? Can they set a personal musical goal, organize a strategy to achieve it, and then carry it out? Adapting
Kaufman’s theory to our teaching of aural skills would require us to rethink our pedagogical methods, but more radically our
methods of assessment.

[6.2] We often bemoan the fact that in most of our institutions, first-year music students enter with extreme variations in
prior training and music reading/aural skills fluency, often making it challenging for us to find a teaching methodology that is
appropriate and helpful for all or at least most of our students, let alone those with learning disabilities. But I have also
tutored students, who despite obvious musical talent and hard work, encounter enormous difficulty completing the typical
aural skills tasks of dictation and sight-singing, at least in the short intervals of time we usually give them. My guess is that
these students, if tested, would prove to have neurological differences with respect to music notation-processing equal in
significance to text dyslexia. But since there is currently no screening test for Hébert and Cuddy’s proposed developmental
music dyslexia, they cannot be “diagnosed” and therefore do not qualify for accommodations or other forms of institutional
support. (23)

[6.3] But even if there were such a test, do we really want to create another stigmatizing label? Perhaps the wiser course
—though unquestionably more challenging—would be to accept the wide-ranging abilities in our aural skills classes as a
normal distribution of neurodiversity, to “plan for variability” (Quaglia 2015), rather than viewing those who struggle more
than others with the often unrealistic tasks we give them in those classes as unintelligent or “unmusical.” And we need to
make it clear to students that the acquisition of specific skills, however desirable from a practical perspective, is separate from
their natural musical gifts. The replacement of course titles like “Ear Training” or “Aural Skills” with “Musicianship” in many
schools  may  have  been  intended  simply  to  represent  practical  skills  for  the  professional  musician,  in  the  sense  of
“craftsmanship” for an artist or a builder. But the message students often receive is, “If I fail Musicianship, I must not be a
musician,” a message that for many strikes painfully, and often unnecessarily, at the core of their identity. Why should this be,
when not being able to do the sorts of tasks we assign in those classes has not impeded, or even been relevant to, the success
of gifted musicians from different musical cultures and genres throughout history? As Joseph Straus has pointed out, the
kind of “normal hearing” that academic music pedagogy assumes and teaches does not reflect the totality of human musical
perception, and is far from natural:

[Normal  hearing]  requires  extensive,  repetitive  drill,  hard  and  concentrated  work,  constant  pushing  and
prodding. Normal listeners are not given, they are created, and it is the job of music teachers to create them.
There is nothing natural about normal hearing; rather, it is a cultural artifact, the end result of a long and
sometimes arduous process of acculturation. . . . The problem is not so much that music cognition and music
pedagogy focus on normal hearing, but rather that they pretend to naturalness and universality. (Straus 2011,
157)

Reminding ourselves of this from time to time may allow us to notice different but equally insightful ways of hearing and
responding to music among our students, and to recruit these differences to enrich the learning environments we create.

[6.4] At the University of British Columbia, my interdisciplinary research study with Marion Porath and Nancy Hermiston
has  explored  the  experiences  of  learning-disabled  opera  majors.  Our  subjects—students  or  graduates  of  Canadian  or
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American university opera programs—are not all dyslexic, but all have been diagnosed with at least one learning disability.
Through  interviews,  we  gathered  information  including  their  experiences  with  learning  disabilities  throughout  their
education,  their  past  and current  experiences  with  singing  and performing,  and how they  have  coped with  combined
academic and performance programs that demand synthesis of vocal, aural, music-reading, text-reading, foreign-language,
mathematical, kinesthetic, spatial, and acting abilities. Virtually all students describe their struggles from childhood not only
with learning but with self-esteem. In opera singing they also share the common experience of liberation, even if  only
temporary, from their so-called disabilities, as while they are singing and moving onstage with their peers, they feel the joyful
sense of accomplishment that has been absent from so much of their education.

[6.5] But, asked to describe any external challenges he has faced in his program, one subject’s response encapsulates the
experience shared by many university  students  with dyslexia:  “The professors.  .  .  .  I  don’t  tell  every single  one of  my
professors that I have it. . . . When I have talked to the professors, it’s just been kind of that they don’t really know what to
do with that kind of thing.”(24) Educating ourselves, assuring our classes from the outset of a course that our office is a safe,
welcoming space for all including those who learn differently, and then following through on that promise, can make a
tremendous difference in boosting the likelihood that a student will persist and succeed. The logistical challenges of radically
transforming our aural skills programs according to the principles of UDL—or any other that will maximize the learning
successes of our diversely-abled music students but still be sustainable for our departments—are undeniable. But the rewards
of seeing students grow, rather than crumble, in response to the challenges we give them are great.
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North Vancouver, BC

V7G 1M1 Canada
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Footnotes

1. To protect student privacy, names have been replaced by randomly chosen initials.
Return to text

2. Twice-exceptionality as a concept dates back to 1981; see Brody and Mills 1997.
Return to text

3. This research is funded by an Insight Development Grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of
Canada (430-2011-0134).
Return to text

4. In the words of Lennard Davis (2002, 42), “An impairment involves a loss or diminution of sight, hearing, mobility, mental
ability, and so on. But an impairment only becomes a disability when the ambient society creates environments with barriers
—affective, sensory, cognitive, or architectural.”
Return to text

5. The incidence of dyslexia in my own classes has ranged from 0 to 5.8%, but since many students are reluctant to reveal a
learning disability to instructors, these rates could be higher. According to the University of Reading website, at least 700 of
their students are dyslexic, representing approximately 4% of the total population. See “Dyslexia” (University of Reading
Disability Advisory Office), http://www.reading.ac.uk/disability/about/DyslexiaSLDs/do-dyslexia.aspx.
Return to text

6. For example, over the five-year period 2008–2012, the University of Ottawa’s disability service office saw an increase of
56% in the number of students they served against an increase in the general student population of only 12%. Similarly
disproportionate  increases  were  seen in  the  other  universities  surveyed by the  SMT Ad Hoc Disability  Committee,  as
reported in Kochavi 2013.
Return to text

7. Intriguingly, a neuroscientific study published in March 2014 found that the right hemisphere homolog of Broca’s area is
activated when both jazz drummers and musically untrained listeners are exposed to “incorrect” rhythmic deviations, i.e.
single, mathematically incongruent attacks against a previously established duple meter. See Herdener et al. 2014.
Return to text

8. The concept of a specifically musical form of dyslexia was first suggested by Neil Gordon in a letter to Developmental
Medicine and Child Neurology, based on his anecdotal observations of two children; see Gordon 2000.
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Return to text

9.  See  “Music  and  Dyslexia,”  http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/about-dyslexia/schools-colleges-and-universities/music-
and-dyslexia-.html and Gaunt 2012.
Return to text

10. I am indebted to Paula Bishop-Liebler for providing the information in this paragraph and discussing her work with me.
Personal communication, February 8, 2014.
Return to text

11. See “Guide for Prospective and Current Academy Students with Disabilities and Specific Learning Difficulties” (Royal
Academy of Music),  http://www.ram.ac.uk/disability;  “Access,  Disability,  and Equal  Opportunities”  (Royal  Academy of
Music),  http://www.rcm.ac.uk/about/governance/strategy/accessdisabilitiesandequalopportunities/,  and  “Disability
Support,” http://www.gsmd.ac.uk/about_the_school/shared_left_nav/life_at_the_school/disability_support/.
Return to text

12. John Irving discusses his dyslexia in an interview posted on the website of the Yale Center for Dyslexia and Creativity,
http://dyslexia.yale.edu/Irving.html. Richard Branson writes about his experience with dyslexia in “Richard Branson on
Turning  a  Disadvantage  into  Your  Advantage,”  https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/on-innovations/richard-
branson-and-the-dyslexia-advantage/2012/11/07/67a05b2a-2906-11e2-bab2-eda299503684_story.html,  August  19,  2012.
Psychologist Linda Siegel (2013) convincingly argues that W. B. Yeats, among other distinguished historical figures, may have
had dyslexia.
Return to text

13. RA writes, “I remember this time when I was in my piano lesson and my piano teacher asked me what a certain note was.
I told him an F and he goes how about it's a G. I remember fighting with him for 5 minutes telling him that it was an F. It
took him having the circle [it] 5 times for me to realize that it was a G. This is when I realize that stuff was jumping around”
(personal communication, May 14, 2015).
Return to text

14. Also known, as I have subsequently learned, as the Minnesota Goodbye.
Return to text

15. Canadian psychologist Barbara Arrowsmith-Young, for example, has developed her own system of education based on
exercises she invented for herself as a young woman with multiple learning disabilities that she claims radically reduced or
eliminated her learning and processing problems. While the effectiveness of these exercises has yet to be proven scientifically
and has been the subject of some controversy, anecdotal evidence is suggestive of success, and Arrowsmith Schools now
operate in Canada, the U.S., Australia and New Zealand. Arrowsmith-Young (2012) describes her own experiences and the
establishment of the schools.
Return to text

16. The most well-known proponent of this method is the Irlen Institute (http://irlen.com), based on their controversial
theory of Irlen Syndrome (also known as Mearles-Irlen, Scotopic Sensitivity, or Visual Stress Syndrome).
Return to text

17. Various apps are available online that simulate blue overlays for students reading a computer screen (for example, one can
be downloaded from the Irlen Institute site cited in the previous note), or students may be able to make adjustments to the
background color of documents through their word-processing program.
Return to text

18. Dyslexie can be downloaded at http://www.dyslexiefont.com.
Return to text
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19. Zoltán Kodály’s 333 Reading Exercises  ([1941] 2004) also offers simple sight-singing materials  of  gradually increasing
difficulty. The exercises in this collection that provide only rhythmic patterns and solfège syllables also allow students to
solidify their internal hearing of diatonic pitch relationships without the added cognitive load involved in tracking noteheads
on a staff.
Return to text

20. While SmartMusic® does include a large number of exercises from different published sources, the range of difficulty is
very limited and no information is provided about the key, mode, meter, or other features of an individual exercise in its file
title.  However,  instructors  can  customize  the  program  by  uploading  their  own  exercises.  For  more  information,  see
www.smartmusic.com and Callahan 2015.
Return to text

21. For discussion and examples of how peer tutoring has worked at Northwestern University, see Light and Micari 2013.
Although developed for science courses at NU, many principles would be adaptable to music theory and aural-skills courses.
Return to text

22.  This exercise was inspired by the 1989 PBS program How Difficult  Can This  Be?  F.A.T.  City—A Learning Disabilities
Workshop, in which special educator Richard Lavoie challenges his audience of teachers and parents to experience directly
some of the “Frustration-Anxiety-Tension” that is part of a learning-disabled child’s everyday life (Lavoie 1989). While by
now dated in terms of educational theory, it is well worth watching and can be purchased through the PBS website and other
online retailers.
Return to text

23. The computer-based screening battery for music dyslexia described in Hébert et al. (2008) has unfortunately been lost
(Sylvie Hébert, personal communication, October 2012).
Return to text

24. Unpublished interview transcript, April 8, 2013.
Return to text
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